In the post-Covid world, have we forgotten about walking again?
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Between lockdowns at home, limited travel perimeters and social distancing, the health crisis has made us think about the different ways we move around. As mainstays of urban proximity, cyclists and pedestrians were once the kings of the road. Year after year, bicycles have become the symbol of ecological aspirations in terms of mobility, benefitting from increasing political support, as seen with the recent “corona lanes” (dedicated bike lanes established in Paris during the Covid-19 pandemic). But walking… no!

Some studies have shown how a dedicated transitional urban plan would widen the sidewalks, facilitate longer waiting queues, arrange resting places, and generally accommodate pedestrians, for the cost of just a few cosmetic touches and the elimination of some parking spaces. But there have been no protests or popular demands for ambitious pedestrian reforms; no statistics, unlike with cycling, to underline the increasing number of walkers and the intensification of their practices.

Granted, pedestrian projects have been pulled back off the shelves, in Bordeaux and elsewhere. Pre-existing pedestrian plans have reinforced their objectives, as in Strasbourg. The elected officials of the Cities of France association (Villes de France) are calling for a major national pedestrian mobility plan, and associations are joining forces.

But is this not all pointing to another missed opportunity? After the first oil crisis in 1974, there was unprecedented support for pedestrians, as evidenced by some conferences and publications from the 1980s. The goal was to curb the invasion of cars, support the development of public transport, reduce energy consumption, and defend urbanity. A quarter of a century later, around the turn of the
The idea of promoting walking emerged once again, with updated arguments: walking for pleasure, for health, as part of a general appreciation of ‘slowness’.

The fact that walking keeps being rediscussed reveals the failure of these momentary impulses. To break the cycle, we have to take a closer look at what’s not working, and understand where the political project is failing. Is it because of words without action? Actions without relevance? A lack of ambition, doctrine, vision? Let’s take a look.

Steps to follow

Whether exhibited in a humorous or a technical fashion, the benefits of walking in the city are innumerable. If analysed as a means of transport, it’s the simplest of all, the most readily available, the most flexible, the most reliable; but also the most economical, in terms of energy, money and road space. It is also the most essential, finally, because it connects all the other modes of transport. We should think of it as the "stem cell of mobility", to paraphrase Georges Amar’s clever analogy. But walking is more than a mode of transportation. Because it is so automatic, it allows a permeability to the environment, making it the best vector of a sensory and sensitive approach to space, prior to the appropriation of places. Through its ability to accommodate sedentariness and movement, it activates the public space through the diversity of its uses. It thus becomes the favoured, if not exclusive, vector of urbanity: the ability to create social connections, ephemeral but essential, to manage one’s relationship to others - because the density of social interactions in the city requires civility - whether it’s at the entrance of a primary school or on the sidewalk of a large boulevard.

And let’s not forget the obvious argument for the health benefits of walking. As a form of physical exercise, walking in the city is similar to open-air walking, thus further increasing its versatility. The existence of long-distance walkers, who spend more than an hour a day walking, illustrates this evolution of practices.

So many recognised benefits! Perhaps these honest virtues create a widespread feeling that pedestrians don’t need anyone to exist. All the more so since they can function without the major projects favoured by city councillors for their ostentatious efficiency. Who would bother to promote a mode that you can’t see? Thus, in the banality of their daily life as in the fullness of their anthropological dimension, pedestrians are left to their fate. They also must contend with a few false friends.

Lost footsteps

“What cannot be measured cannot be managed.” This managerial mantra applies quite well to pedestrian affairs. Statistical invisibility makes it hard to see and speak of the subject. We have an abundance of figures to discuss cars, public transport, two-wheelers; but not much to quantify pedestrian presence, despite almost everyone walking at some point in the day. Modal sharing doesn’t account for the condition of pedestrians, ignoring the so-called access trips (towards a bus station or a parked car) and a large part of short trips. Pedestrian flows, except for specific concerns (commercial activities, safety issues) and adapted infrastructures (bridges), have no dedicated measuring instruments.

Associations for the defence of pedestrians, which are far too underexposed, recognize this sorry state of affairs. One of their managers claimed that "there is a lack of a pedestrian culture in France", while another delivered this remark: “There is no class consciousness among pedestrians.” The situation happens to be quite different with cyclists: there’s intense activism, influential associations, mediatised arguments. Beneath the syncretism of terms like “soft” or “active” modes, the bicycle tree is hiding the forest of pedestrians. This is true in local debates, also true in current national policies, in the sharing of public space. But it is to the detriment of pedestrians that this deceptive alliance between cycling...
and walking is concluded. For now, anyway. In this regard, it will be interesting to analyse how cities such as Amsterdam or Strasbourg try to renegotiate priorities, in their budgets, in their partnerships and in the streets.

There is another, even more paradoxical situation that pedestrians must endure: the pedestrian zone. Pedestrianization measures, which reserve certain specific spaces for walking, consider pedestrians as users of a piece of equipment. The pedestrian zone is circumscribed: a shopping street where one goes shopping, quays to go for a stroll, squares and alleys to visit a historic quarter. The pedestrian zone becomes a destination in itself, which can be reached by car or by public transport. As successful as they may be, the facilities aren’t designed to make daily pedestrian mobility easier, but to offer extraordinary public spaces. Such policies wouldn’t be problematic if they weren’t used as a convenient excuse to mask the complete lack of any other measures in favour of pedestrians.

Meanwhile, so-called appeasement policies, which have re-emerged since the last municipal elections in 2020, appear to be full of empathy for walkers. After all, they aim to reduce the volumes and speeds of car traffic to make the life of pedestrians more pleasant. But first and foremost, pedestrians need a good reason to go walking, which presupposes having a place to go and an urban intensity worth appreciating (local activities, meeting places). And, for their comfort, they may prefer a wide sidewalk in a busy street to a “meeting area” where they coexist with bicycles and cars traveling at 20 km/h.

The pedestrian zone encloses the walker in its hyper-centre reserve. The appeasement of neighbourhoods risks assigning walking to local trips, around houses and schools. While this remains a step forward, it doesn’t do justice to the versatility of walking, to its ability to articulate various geographical scales, or to the thousand different ways of walking.

**Paths to explore**

Let's take a look at city pedestrians. They're not afraid of taking long strides, so long as there are places to rest. They traverse the major pedestrian network. They like the multiplicity of routes offered to their curiosity. They feel at ease in a tram – which is a pace accelerator. They like to be reassured by a GPS or wander at random through different settings. They know how to switch and adapt, between high-tech shoes and public benches, between brisk walking and strolling.

Can these versatile pedestrians take advantage, then, of the enthusiasm for other types of walking? There are abundant proposals. Romantic-walking, which philosophers see as “an authentic spiritual exercise”, magnifies the act of strolling to “reconquer the city step by step” and rediscovers the Baudelairian figures of the voyeuristic artist or the situationist psychogeographies of urban dérive. Pleasure-walking transforms the inhabitant into a tourist in his own city and the jogger into a discoverer of landscapes. Investigation-walking, to explore peri-urban territories or make a collective diagnosis in a neighbourhood through urban walks.

Should we re-enchant the act of putting one foot in front of the other or trivialize it? Marry leisure-walking and travel-walking? Engineer a convergence of the struggles of daily walkers and of athletes with topo-guides? And of those “augmented” pedestrians and of hedonic walkers?

For urban walking to be taken seriously, should we collaborate with sidewalk management operators, like Google’s Sidewalk Labs, whenever the sidewalk becomes a “new strategic asset”? Should we technologise the subject, to create - almost ex nihilo - an industrial sector with an economical interest in promoting walking, made up of developers creating geolocated applications and automatic measuring instruments, of urban furniture providers and of equipment manufacturers to design mutable pedestrian roads (modular paving stones, for instance) that are suitable for chrono-planning?
But it is also where there are no sidewalks that people have to learn and relearn how to walk, as in the urban countrysides, where departmental roads, roundabouts, suburban housing estates and large commercial areas show little regard for pedestrians, even though peri-urban aspirations tend to promote physical activity and contact with the environment.

The avenue of a low-tech promotion of pedestrian mobility retains all its advantages, between artistic approaches, cultural identities (East Berlin and its traffic lights with a little man in a hat, Bogota and its pedestrian crossings decorated by schoolchildren), but also consideration for children, women and the elderly in public spaces. In this regard, the medical world, teaching communities, as well as business and craft corporations represent potentially powerful allies.

The conception of a walkable city undoubtedly mobilizes several invariants, from surface ergonomics to the freshness provided by vegetation, as well as access to water points and the possibility of sitting, free of charge of course (basic hospitality). But it can also be a question of the inventiveness of places, ambiances and routes. What fuels the desire to go walking or constitutes the proper conditions to step outside isn’t the same thing in the centre of Paris, in the green spaces of a city from the sixties, in a residential area of the Bordeaux suburbs, or in peri-urban areas in dire need of inventive projects. If they are engaged to do so, researchers but also users will know how to contextualize and specify.

**At human height**

To progress towards this ideal of a walkable city, of a friendly pedestrian ambiance at all times, there isn’t one obvious, necessary or exclusive urban trajectory. It is up to local public action to build its own room to manoeuvre, otherwise history will repeat itself. All the strategies briefly outlined here, intended to give a legitimate place to pedestrian concerns in mobility policies and urban projects, carry their share of efficiency and relevance, in small or large measures. But nothing convincing or decisive will happen if walking doesn’t become the conceptual vector and ideological totem of a paradigm shift.

At a time when every city, from Libourne to San Francisco, wants to be designed and experienced on a human scale, let us suggest here that calibrating cities is not a matter of size but rather of the ability to articulate different scales and metrics. Therefore, if we are to promote a human-scaled city, we should really promote one that is at human height, one that considers its inhabitants and pedestrians as men and women standing, irreducibly on their own two feet. One that stops to question, before any planning, development or management intervention, what will happen to those who walk through its territory.

If the pedestrian can hope for anything following the upheavals caused by the pandemic, it ultimately has less to do with reinventing public spaces for the benefit of soft modes than with conferring on walkers this cardinal status of being the master of scales.
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**Mobility**

For the Mobile Lives Forum, mobility is understood as the process of how individuals travel across distances in order to deploy through time and space the activities that make up their lifestyles. These travel practices are embedded in socio-technical systems, produced by transport and communication industries and techniques, and by normative discourses on these practices, with considerable social, environmental and spatial impacts.

En savoir plus x

**Movement**
Movement is the crossing of space by people, objects, capital, ideas and other information. It is either oriented, and therefore occurs between an origin and one or more destinations, or it is more akin to the idea of simply wandering, with no real origin or destination.

**Sedentariness**

To be sedentary is to opt for stability and to put down roots, both social and spatial, whether by choice or not.

**Lockdown**

The lockdown measures implemented throughout 2020 in the context of the Covid-19 crisis, while varying from one country to the next, implied a major restriction on people’s freedom of movement for a given period. Presented as a solution to the spread of the virus, the lockdown impacted local, interregional and international travel. By transforming the spatial and temporal dimensions of people’s lifestyles, the lockdown accelerated a whole series of pre-existing trends, such as the rise of teleworking and teleshopping and the increase in walking and cycling, while also interrupting of long-distance mobility. The ambivalent experiences of the lockdown pave the way for a possible transformation of lifestyles in the future.
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